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Rules 

1. COMPETITION RULES*  
 

a. Participants  

(1)The following categories are admitted to the competition: 

 Reserve Officers of UNUCI. 

 Active Officers, NCOs and soldiers from Italian armed forces and police forces 

 Active and reserve Officers, NCOs and soldiers from armed and police forces of allied and 

friend Countries 

 Reserve Officers, NCOs and soldiers from military associations recognised by the Italian 

Ministry of Defence. 

 (2)Participants shall be fit and without any health injury incompatible with the military activities, the 

registration to the competition is implicit declaration that you are compatible to military activities. 

The exercise director and range officers may suspend or eliminate the shooters for safety reasons 

during the competition. 

(3)Italian reserve competitors must carry with them a valid gun licence, foreign reserve competitors 

and active competitors must carry with them a valid military identification card; they shall be able 

to show the documents on demand.  

 

b. Uniform 

(1)Shooting Range: combat dress. 

(2)Dinner and Award Ceremony: service dress. 

(3)The reserve soldiers wear the uniform upon authorisation of military authorities. Consequently, the 

reserve soldiers are submitted to military laws. 

(4)Irregular uniforms or improper manners shall lead to severe penalties applicable to the final score,  

up to the exclusion from the competition.  
 

c. Equipment and weapons  

(1) The organisation shall provide weapons and ammunitions; no other weapons will be allowed 

to be used.  

(2) The use of weapons and ammunitions shall be included in the registration fee. 
(3) Each competitor shall provide itself with the following equipment: 

 Ear and Eyes protections(ear plugs, glasses). 

 Eyes protections (glasses). 

 Pistol belt with military holster (with or without leg extension). 

 Rifle and pistol magazines poutches (military). 

(4) The competitor that miss any of the above listed equipment in stages where they are needed, he 

will be disqualified. 

(5) The helmet is mandatory in some stages. It will be provided by the organisation (no penalty), 

but the use of own helmet is recommended for comfort and fitting reasons. 

(6) The use of personal equipment shall be submitted to the approval by the range officers. 

(7) During the competition food and drinks will be available (not included in the registration fee), the 

competitors shall provide food and drinks by themselves (lunch); dinner is included in the 

registration fee.  
 

d. Registration  

(1)The individual registration fee is 100,00€ each competitor. It includes the use of the range facilities, 

targets, ammunitions, weapons, equipment and dinner. 

(2) The registration form shall be returned by email ( info@monza.unuci.org  ) to UNUCI Monza e 

Brianza, via Mapelli 9, 20900 Monza MB, within the 12th of march, 2015. The first 80 

registrations shall be accepted, maximum 9 each unit. 

(3) The organisation will confirm the registration via e-mail and will specify the reference for the 

payment of registration fee. The copy or reference of the payment receipt shall be sent via email to 

us. The registration is not completed untill payment is done. If no payment is completed within the 

date indicted as maximum limiti in our email, the registration will be canceled.  

( *For any other rule not mentioned above, refere to italian IPSC member FITDS competition rules.) 

mailto:info@monza.unuci.org
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(4) If a registered competitor withdraws, he is kindly requested to inform the organisation as soon as 

possible to allow other shooters to participate. If a registered competitor withdraws after regidtation 

time limit, we will not refound the fee. 

(5) Any change or substitution of teams or competitors shall be sent by email at least 14 days before 

the competition date.  

 

e. Ranking  

The ranking shall be individual and by teams. Special rankings shall be arranged depending on 

the organisation decisions.The sum of points obtained in the trials valid for UNUCI Lombardia 

combat shooting degree, assigns shooters BTC ranking qualification. 

 
 

2. SHOOTING RANGE RULES  
 

a. Procedures at the range 

(1) Order: Load and make ready. The shooter wears the ear and eye protections, loads the weapon and 

prepares himself in the starting position as required by the stage. 

(2) Order: Are you ready?. If the shooter is not ready, he shall say Not Ready. 

(3) Order: Standby. The fire command shall follow within 5 seconds. This command can be verbal, 

acoustic, visual or automatic. 

(4) Order: If you are finished, unload and show clear. At the end of the stage, the shooter unloads the 

gun and opens the slide maintaining the muzzle towards the targets. 

(5) Order: Gun is clear, hammer down, holster. The shooter closes the slide, pulls the trigger and puts 

the gun in the holster. 

(6) Order: Range is clear. Shooters and Range Officers can check the scores. 
 

b. Count  

(1) Standard Exercises (fixed time). 

 Fixed time: sum of the points, minus the penalties.No penalty for the misses. 

 Each shot after the stop will cause a penalty of 5 points. 

 Each extra hit will cause a penalty of 10 points. The higher hits will be considered valid. 

(2)Comstock Count Exercises (unlimited time) 

 the Hit Factor is computed as: sum of the points, minus the penalties, divided by the time. The 

stage points shall be computed as: maximum available stage points, multiplied by the shooter’s 

hit factor, divided by the best hit factor. 

 Each miss will cause a penalty of 10 points. 

(3)Each target is considered to be impenetrable. The hits that can be determined to have previously 

pierced another target are not counted. 

(4) The minimum score for a stage is zero 

(5) The shooter is responsible of the correctness of the score, together with the score-keeper. After the 

score form has been signed by the shooter, it becomes a match document an can not be changed. 

(6) If a team element is disqualified by a stage, the stage points shall be zero. If he is disqualified by 

the match, all the stage point shall be zero. 

 

c. Procedure Errors 

(1) Each procedure error will cause a penalty of 10 points. 

(2) The shots from a position different from what prescribed will cause one procedure error for each 

shot if the shooter had a vantage due to this position. If the shooter had no vantage, only one 

procedure error will be recorded.  

 (3)Any magazine fallen down during shooting esercize will cause a procedure penalty of 10 points. 

The magazine must be changed in tactical cover position only in dinamyc exercizes or where 

explicitly required.  

 

d. Safety Rules  

(1)The shooter will be disqualified in case of hazardous handling of the weapon: 

 Muzzle outside the safety angle. 

 Fall of the weapon. 

 Handling of the weapon outside the shooting range. 
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 Weapon loaded, cocked, with safety off, in the holster. 

 Movement with the finger inside the trigger guard. 

(2)The shooter will be disqualified in case of involuntary shots (shots that hit outside the shooting 

ranges or within 3 metres from the shooter). 

(3) The shooter will be disqualified in case of non-sportive behaviour. 

(4) The weapons must be handled only on the shooting range and under orders of the Range Officier. 
 

e. Referee procedures  

(1) The Range Officer shall be the prime referee, in accordance with the competition rules. 

(2) Any complaint shall be reported to the Range Master and in written form at the end of competition, 

with the payment of 50,00€, that will be refound only if compliant has positive result. 

(3) Weapons and ammunition mulfuncion does not provide right for trial repetition. 

 

3. CERTIFICATE OF COMBAT SHOOTING TRAINING (BTC) UNUCI LOMBARDIA 

(Extract from BTC rules manual, CRUL MT-BTC 1) 

 

At least three of the shooting competition trials will be valid for the challenge of the 

UNUCI Lombardia Combat Shooting Certificate  (BTC). Those tials must follow 

the BTC rules and must be approved from UNUCI Lombardia Staff.  

A comprehensive description table of the trils vaid for BTC degree qualification, 

shall be sowed in the day of he competition. 
 

Is manadatory to: 

a. Execute shooting trials with at least three of the following four weapons of different type:   

(1) Semiautomatic Standard Pistol (standard pistol), 

(2) Assault Rifle or Battle Rifle  (rifle), with metallic or optic aligning systems, 

(3) Shot Gun cal 12, pump action or semiautomatic action, 

(4) Marksman rifle with scope, single action or semiautomatic action; 

 

b. Evaluate the following shooting position,  

(1) Standing, 

(2) Crunch (only with pistol), 

(3) Sitting (solo con fucile), 

(4) Kneeling, 

(5) Prone with or without support; 

 

c. Evaluate the following shooting types: 

(1) Dinamic, 

(2) Static, 

(3) Rapid and Sort Range Reflexive fire, 

(4) Marksman or selective fire; 

 

d. Evaluate at least four of the following handling procedures: 

(1) Magazine replace (tactical or emergency), 

(2) Mulfuncions or stoppage handling, 

(3) Transition to left (right) side or hand, 

(4) Pistol extraction, 

(5) Shooting position transition, 

(6) Transition from rifle to pistol 

 

e. consider individual and team tactical elemets during shooting trials, assessed with procedure errors. 

 

The BTC certificates ore released in the following three levels, depending on the total points that the 

soldier obtains during the shooting trials: 

 GOLD level,whith total points equal or more than 90% of the maximum available points. 

 SILVER Level, whith total points equal or more than 80% of the maximum available points. 

 BRONZE Level, whith total points equal or more than 70% of the maximum available points. 
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La tipologia delle sagome utilizzata è quella sotto descritta:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

A 

C 

A 

D 
A = 5 pt. 
C = 4 pt. 
D = 2 pt. 
miss = -10 pt 

IPSC Target 
(carta, marrone 
paper, brown) 

IPSC no-shoot 
(carta, bianca 
paper, white) 

hit = -10 pt 

Pepper 
Popper 

(metallo/ metal) 

abbattuto/ 
downed = 5 pt. 
miss = -10 pt 

Metal  
Target 

(metallo/ metal) 

abbattuto/ 
downed = 5 pt. 
miss = -10 pt 
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BREVETTO DI TIRO DI COMBATTIMENTO 
COMBAT SHOOTING QUALIFICATION 

Regolamento riconosciuto da: UNIONE NAZIONALE UFFICIALI IN CONGEDO D’ITALIA - Circoscrizione Regionale Lombardia 
Rules issued by: ITALIAN RESERVE OFFICERS’ASSOCIATION – Regional district of Lombardia 

 

 

 

 

BTC Qualification Shooting Trials  

Sezione UNUCI responsabile della sessione: UNUCI Monza e Brianza. 
Sessione di tiro/Shooting session: IV Shooting Trophy Gen. D. Leone CERUTI.  

Campo di tiro/Shoorting Range: Cava di Verano Brianza 
Data/Date: 2aprile 2017 / 2nd of April 2017. 

1. SESSIONI DI TIRO BTC                      BTC SHOOTING TRIALS 

a. PISTOLA SEMIAUTOMATICA cal 9 mm. (stage 1) SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL, cal. 9 mm. (stage 1) 

Tiro operativo con pistola. 75 pt max., 15 colpi, caricatore inserito,  
colpo camerato, cane abbattuto. 1 bers.IPSC(IDPA) a 25m 
 Punteggio, tempo massimo 45 sec, Comstock count modificato: 
A=5 pt. C=4 pt. D=2 pt. miss 0 pt.  
Posizione: 5  colpi in piedi, 5 accucciato, 5 in ginocchio. 

Dynamic shooting trial. 75 pts. max.; 15 rounds, magazine loaded, 
chambered, hammer down. 
1 IPSC (IDPA) targets at 25 m.; Scoring: standard time 45sec, 
Comstock count modified: A=5 pt. C=4 pt. D=2 pt. miss 0pt;  
Shooting position: standing 5 rounds, crunch 5 r., kneeling 5 r. 

b. FUCILE SEMIAUTOMATICO cal 5,56NATO (stage 6) SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE cal. 5,56NATO. (stage 6) 

Prova di tiro di precisione a 100m, max. 5 colpi, semiautomatico, 
caricatore inserito, colpo camerato, sicurezza; max. 25pt max. 
1 bersagli  cartaceo IPSC a 100m. 
Punteggio: A=5pt.,  C=4pt, D=2pt, miss=0pt. 
Tempo max 45sec. Posizione di tiro a terra con supp. o bipiede. 

Precision shooting trial. at 100m, 25pts . max 
5 rounds, magazine loaded, chambered, safe 
1 IPSC(IDPA) target at 100 m. 
Scoring: Comstock count modified: A=5 pt., C=4,D=2,miss=0. 
Standard time 45sec. 
Prone supported position. 

c. DINAMICO FUCILE D’ASSALTO cal.  5,56NATO (stage 3) DYNAMIC ASSAULT RIFLE 5,56NATO (stage 3) 

Tiro istintivo dinamico con fucile d’assalto. Posizione in piedi ed in 
ginocchio, 3 shooting box. 75pts . max. 
15 colpi, semiautomatico , car. inserito, colpo camerato,sicurezza. 
7 bersagli IPSC (IDPA), 15 colpi richiesti tra 9 e 30m. 
Punteggio: Standard modif: A=5 pt. C=4 pt. D=2 pt. miss 0 pt. 
Tempo massimo 45sec. 

Dynamic shooting with assault rifle, standing and kneeling position, 
3 shooting boxes, 75 pts . max 
15 rounds, semi-automatic action, loaded, non 
chambered, safe 
7 IPSC (IDPA) target, 15 hits required, 9 to 30m. 
Scoring: Standard count modified: A=5 pt. C=4 pt. D=2 pt. miss 
0pt., – fixed time 45 seconds 

d. FUCILE D’ASSALTO cal. 5,56NATO (stage 2) ASSAULT RIFLE cal. 5,56NATO (stage 2) 

15 colpi, posizione iniziale in piedi, caric inserito, colpo camerato 
sicura, 5 colpi, a seguire senza interruzione pos.ne in  ginocchio, 5 
colpi, a seguire senza interruzione pos.ne a terra, 5 colpi; totale 15 
colpi, max 75pt. 
5 Bersaglio IPSC ridotti a 25m, 2 colpi ognuno; 
Punteggio: standard  modificato A=5,C=4,D=2pt. miss 0 pt. Tempo 
fisso totale 45sec. 

15 rounds, start in standing position loaded, chambered, safe, 5 
rounds , then, without stop,  kneeling position, 5 rds, prone 
position, 5 rds. 75pts max. 
5 reduced IPSC (IDPA) target, 2 hits each required, at 25 m.  
Scoring: Standard count modified: A=5 pt. C=4 pt. D=2 pt. miss 0 
pt., – fixed time 45sec 

 

2. PUNTEGGIO BTC               BTC SCORING 

Punti disponibili 250  Max available points 250 

LIVELLO ORO minimo 225 punti (90%) GOLD LEVEL at least 225 points (90%) 

LIVELLO ARGENTO minimo 200 punti (80%)  SILVER LEVEL at least 200 points (80%) 

LIVELLO BRONZO minimo 175 punti (70%)  BRONZE LEVEL at least 175 points (70%) 

 
 


